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Complaints of Improprieties
Blemish ASUNM Elections
Robert Sanchez
Complaints about the ASUNM
Senate election surfaced yesterday
when a pollwatcher discovered
some unlocked ballot boxes.
The complaints concerned the
polling places opening late, polling
places being unmarked, and ballot
boxes being unattended and

Dobbs said that locks were not
unlocked; some questioned where
on all of the ballot boxes until after
the boxes should be stored.
The pollwatcher who first made 11 a.m. He added that when he
the complaints, Mike Gallegos, said delivered the locks, he questioned
the pollworkers are not to blame, the pollworkers about problems
but if there is someone to blame, it that might have occurred because
would be attorney general Glen there were no locks, and the
Dobbs and the election commission pollworkers told him that no
because they are inexperienced and }Jroblem had occurred.
''There is no reason to believe
unprepared to handle the election.
any tampering has been done,"
Dobbs said.
According to the election
procedures outlined by a bill passed
by the senate in the spring of 1979,
the ballot boxes are not to be
opened until after the election, but
locks are not required.
Dobbs explained that the election
maximum extent, confrontation to committee was still trying to
the minimum extent.''
organize everything early in the
Speaker Thomas O'Neill called morning, but that all of the polling
the meeting "excellent," and places were open by 9 a.m., the
promised Reagan a sixmonth official time for opening the polls.
"honeymoon" free from criticism. He said that not all of the polling
"We're going to give him a long places had tables by 9 a.m., nor
leash, a long rope, and see where he were all of the polling places
goes," he said.
marked until about 11 a.m.
Reagan put himself immediately
The situation which involved an
at odds with President Carter in the
unattended
ballot box in the SUB,
school busing controversy.
Carter is considering vetoing a Dobbs explained, was because a
pending bill that would bar the second pollworker failed to show
Justice Department from spending up to relieve a pollworker who had
money to seek busing of pupils out to leave for class. Dobbs said that
of their neighborhoods to achieve the ballot box has been impounded,
and the votes will be counted and
school integration.
Reagan, long opposed to busing, checked for evidence of tampering
the election.
told reporters he would sign such a after
4
• These things do not happen in a
measure as president and, since the
Senate will have a Republican fair election," Gallegos said. He
majority next year, the prospects added that he is only looking to the
for future enactment of some form fairness of the senators who are
running and is not sure whether he
of the ban appear to be good.
Reagan's motorcade to Capitol will make formal his complaints
Hill was heralded with blaring about the election process.
The last dispute involving the
sirens and brought smiles to the
faces of spectators along the route. election was differing opinions on
He evoked an apparent sense of what was a safe place for the ballot
excitement in his rounds for the boxes to be kept overnight during
day, with hordes of reporters and the two-day election period.
Gallegos expressed concern that the
photographers following. along.
boxes were stored by a member of
the same organization as some of
the senatorial candidates.
Dobbs said that for 'three-and-ahalf weeks of planning by the foursupply of cash in circulation and in member election commission, it has
checking accounts increased by a done an excellent job in seeing after
moderate $700 million in the week the election. He said that despite a
few problems, which were taken
ended Nov. 5, to $387.2 billion.
care of as fast as humanly possible,
The money supply report, the election was running smoothly
smaller and therefore more GO far.
favorable than market analysts had
expected, caused the Dow Jones
industrial average to surge toward
the 1,000 level for the first time in
'
nearly four years.
. The market r~lly reflected hopes
mterest rates wtll soon peak and
inflation will cool when Ronald ··
Representatives of UNM are
Reagan takes over as president in
meeting with officials of La
January.
The figures reflect for the first Universidad Nacional Autonoma
time the Federal Reserve's new de Mexico (UNAM) in Mexico this
reporting requirements for about week to deliver documents
40,000 depository institutions arranging interaction among
instead of the 5,400 commercial several programs or the two
banks that were required to file universities.
The trip is mostly exploratory,
weekly reports.
for UNM to learn "more about
The Commerce Department their programs, and they about
reported that personal income grew ours,'' UNM President William E.
by 1.1 percent or $23.4 billion in Davis said .yesterday! adding that
October, to a seasonally adjusted there will be specific dialogue about
annual rate of $2.19 trillion. law and medical school programs.
4
Americans also increased their
'0rte thing we are extremely
·spending by l percent last month- interested in is that UNAM is the
a healthy sign consumers are largest publisher of academic and
resuming confidence in the scholastic works in all Mexico and
I'Qssibly South America~l'." \l.Davis t
econotnYf

Reagan Tells Reporters
He's Against Busing
WASHINGTON (UP I) - Ronald
Reagan told congressional leaders
Tuesday he wants a strong
bipartisan working relationship
with them, and said later he supports a pending measure to forbid
busing of school children to achieve
integration.
"What we would like to do is to
resume a relationship based on
regular and rather frequent
meetings in a bipartisan manner
with the leadership of the House
and Senate with regard to programs
we think must be· done," the
president-elect told reporters before
leaving the Capitol.
"In other words, we're not going
to throw surprises up here."
Reagan met first with Senate and
House Republican leaders as he and
Vice President-elect George Bush
worked their way past throngs of
well•wishers, reporters and police.
Brief talks with the Democratic
leadership followed. All agreed the
visit was worthwhile.
Senate Democratic leader Robert
Byrd said Reagan's gesture "was
very appropriate and thoughtful."
Byrd's Republican counterpart,
Howard Baker, said Reagan
"intends to have cooperation to the

Economy Recovers Slowly
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Americans increased their personal
income by 1.1 percent in October
and their spending - a crucial
element of economic recovery~ by
nearly as much, the government
reported Tuesday.
Economists said the Commerce
Department's report was a
favorable sign of the economy's
slow but continuing recovery.
In a separate report, the Federal
Reserve Board said the nation's

Game Tickets
ToGo On Sale
Students can pick up their
tickets for the Lobo exhibition
basketball game 1 to be played
thursday night at 7:35 1 today in
the SUB from 8:30 to 4:30. The
seating policy will be the same as
in football: everyone must have
a ticket. The Lobos' season
opener wnt be against an
Australian touring club.
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A concerned Michael Gallegos, pol/watcher for the ASUNM elec·
tions, points out what he said Is an improperly secured. ballot box.
The ASUNM attorney general said the situation was taken care of
quickly. (Photo by Helen Gaussoin)

Snow- in New England
Triggers Wild Fight
United Press International
A winter storm that spread a pall
of snow from Texas to New
England shut down schools and
snarled traffic across much of the
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said. •'We are anxious to get updated (on publications in Spanish)
and to exchange publications from
the UNM Press/'
Plans for exchanges of faculty
and graduate students will be
discussed, and there is a "great
possibility"
of undergraduate
student exchanges, Davis said, but
which
specific
undergraduate
programs, if any, would be involved has not yet be determined.
Attending the meetings are
Associate Provost Alex Sanchez,
Richard Griego, chairman of math
and statistics, and David Marciet,
acting director of the Southwest
Hispanic Institute, all of whom are
expected to return at the end of the
week.
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East Tuesday. The death toll
climbed to at least a half dozen.
The storm brought the first
major snows of the season to New
England, covering some areas with
up to lGinches and triggering a wild
snowball fight that had police
calling for reinforcements.
About 20 South Kingstown
police were called to the campus of
the University of Rhode Island
when an estimated 300 students
pelted the campus police station
with snowballs.
Campus police arrested one
student for disorderly conduct and
were looking for several more. No
injuries were reported.
Schools were closed tuesday
across eastern Massachusetts and in
much of Connecticut and Rhode
Island. Police spent tuesday
morning frantically filling out
reports on minor auto acidents.
While motorists struggled to
work, Vermont's ski resort
operators took heart.
•
"It's been a long time since we
could be this cheerful," said Chan
Weller, public relations director at
the Sugarbush ski resort in Warren,
Vt.
"This is the best Thanksgiving
surprise/' Weller said •. , •
.
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AL TOETTI!'<G. West Germany of plenty of life," enjoying the
- Pope John Paul II, touring a "drunkenness of speed, the
nation reno.,.ned for material drunkenness of sensuality, the
\\ealth and technical efficiency, drunkenness of delusions and the
urged priests and nuns Tuesday to drunkenness of violence."
Before flying by helicopter to
lead the battle against the tendency
to "get drunk from the horn of Altoetting - site of a 14th century
plenty of life."
shrine attracting 800,000 pilgrims a
Speaking in the Bavarian viUage year - the pope told lay church
of Altoetting where the last papal workers in Fulda that "mankind
\·isit occured 198 years ago, the needs more than mere technical
pontiff told nuns and priests they perfection."
should maintain celibacy and
In a later meeting with Roman
.::ontinue to wear distinctive Catholic theologians, the pope
religious garb.
reaffirmed the church's doctrine of
"You are called in a special way papal infallibility, noting his stand
to take part in this spiritual battle," on Hans Kung of West Germany's
John Paul said to the nuns and Tuebingen University.
priests. "That battle is against the
The Swiss theologian, who has
corrosive materialism of modern questioned papal infallibility, was
industrial societr and the barred from teaching ~; a
godlessness it produces.''
representative of the church
People "get drunk from the horn although he is still at the university.

The Great American

Business Admini;lrillion. Natural Resources. Life Sciences,
Engineering
Department of Energy
Sctence. Engineering, Law Accounting, Management,
Cooperali\e Education
Federal Aviation Administration
General Engineering, Electrical Engim•rring, Ek•ttrnniCs
Technician
FAA-Albuquerque ARTCC·AFS
Engineers-Electrical Elertronir Med1anical Ci\il Air Traffic
Controllers
Forest Service
Cidl Engineering, Cooperative Education·Cio.il Engineering.
Landscape Architect, Computer Specialist. A~·countant. Rea11\.
Specialist. personnel Specialist. Contracting, Public Information
U.S. Geological Survey
Hydroiogy. Hydrologic Technolog~
Heritage Conservation & Recreatio'l, Service
Outdoor Recreation Planners. Historians, Arrhitcds. and Ar·
cheologisls
Immigration & Naturalization Service
C.S. Border Patrol. Immigration Inspector, Dcpot1ation Ofiic.-r
National .labor Relations Board
Business. Industrial Labor Relations, Pol. Sdcnn'
National Park Service-Pecos Nat'( Monument
Park Aid Technician and Ranger positions
New M~ico Anny National Guard
Officer Training Opportunities, Part-Tim I' r-1ililan, Can:-N Opponuntties
Public Health Service, Indian Health Service
Indian Health Senice. Heallh Careers
U.S. Secret Service
Secret Sen ice. Special Agent
Veterans Administration-Denver
Engineering. Administrati;e Areas
Small Business Administration
Business Areas
VA Medical Center-Albuquerque
:"\ursing. Social Work, Medical Technolog\. M~dic.Jl Rad1<1log\
Technician.
Santa Fe Busilless College
Account:ng. Cou11 R,•porting, Word Pro,~ssing. S,'at't.Jti,1i
Social Security Administration
•
Veterans AdminisfTation·Regional Office

Smokeo~tl,

sponsored by the American Cancer
Society once a year, is a day when
millions of people across the nation
try to quit smoking cigarettes for 24
hours.
This year's smokeout will be on
Thursday, Nov. 20.
Fifteen million people took part
last year and S million managed to
stop smoking for the fuU day.
Several organizations at UNM
wiU be taking part in this event
tomorrow.
Eta. Sigma Gama, a health
education club, wiU be offering
information on the smokeout.
Cappa Epsilon, a sorority of
women in pharmacy, will be
promoting the smokcout on north
campus.
Alpha Chi Omega and Chi
Omega will be promoting smokcout

Sponsored by Career Services

Medical School Scholarships Nurse; Officer Commissions

This semester, 20 graduate
students are the first admitted to
the UNM School of Architecture
and Planning's new master's
program in planning.
Formerly, students with an interest in planning have had to work
through the master's program in
architecture.
WiiTiam J. Siembieda, associate
professor of planning, heads the
new program. He said the new
program is the 85th graduate
planning degree program now
offered at colleges and universities
throughout the U.S.
The first university to offer such
a program was Harvard in 1923, he
said.
Siembieda said the planning
program is a separate and distinct
discipline and not part of architecture as it concerns broad

social and political ramifications advantage of people living in the
region.
not common to architecture.
One example is the use of hydroThe program is not aimed at
architecture students, he said, but is electric power using a turbine in·
ajmed at persons with interest in stead of bringing in a highly
planning, regardless of the un· technical apparatus that is too
costly for people in underdeveloped
dergraduate degree they have.
The program emphasizes training · nations where water supply is
of competent planning gtmeralists plentiful.
One of the students, Mariano J.
who are able to work in smaller
communities as well as urb.an parts Lucero, is a planner with New
Mexico Housing and Rural
of New Mexico, he said.
Students in the program are Development Authority of the state
asked to develop a sub-specialty in Department of Finance and
either resource planning, housing, Administration.
He obtained a B.A. in ar·
community development or rural
chitecture from UNM before going
development, he said.
Siembieda said most planners to work for an architecural firm in
become employed by governmental Sante Fe.
He said he has frequent contact
agencies, while some do private
consulting
for
research with architects and engineers and is
organizations. Resource planning concerned about the effects of high
involves appropriate use of taxes and utility costs on low intechnology in the use of natural and come citizens throughout the state.
He said it is helpful to bring up
human resources to the greatest
problems of housing he has to deal
with in government during class
discussions to get input and ideas
from other students.
He said the class could use more
planning instructors, but does have
some weU qualified professors.
Paula J. Donahue, another
day on fraternity row.
student, worked for the Illinois
It is estimated that 25 percent of Welfare Department and as an
America's smokers will participate audio-visual media librarian before
coming to the school's planning
in the event this year.
According to · the American program.
Cancer Society, 30,000,000
Core courses taught in the first
smokers have quit on this day in the semester of the new program in·
past.
elude planning theory, planning
This year's national chairman is methods (a quantitive methods
pop singer Natalie Cole. Cole is a course), urban design, rural en·
smoker who has tried to quit vironmental planning and social
smoking in the past and has vowed planning. A series of seminars
to try again.
round out the curriculum.
This year will be the fourth
Forty-five percent of students
annual observance of the Great admitted to the program are from
American Smokeout.
the social sciences, 30 percent are
The first national chairman was from the design professions and 25
Sammy Davis, Jr. in 1977. He tried percent arc from the humanities,
to break the habit, but was unable Sicmbieda said.
to make it through the entire day.
There are 11 men and nine
Emmy award winner Edward women in the planning program.
Asner quit for good during the Eighty-four percent of the students
are from New Mexico.
smokeout of 1978.

Millions Quit for One Day
In Great American Smokeout

GOVERNMENT CAREER
INFORMATION DAY

Bureau of Land Management

C/)
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Pope Speaks on Materialism
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The governors also proposed
initial con~o!idation of grant-in-aid
programs, starting l'tith education,
economic development, vocational
rehabilitation and transportation.
Snelling conceded at a. news
conference that drastic changes in
the federal and state roles will
create apprehension.
"Change is frightening always
for someone," Snelling said.
"There is going to be fear among
recipients that they ~'till be less wdl
treated.
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l980 at the Fo:Joth Annual3-m::e T u•..:e;. T•o''
a..e v..e:come to roin in this ~eat:\ ne:J:~ re:o at

ment, they called on Reagan and
the new Congress to continue
federaJ revenue sharing.

November 19, 1980
.
9:00a.m.· 3:00p.m. • SUB-North Ballroom
AGENCY
Career Opportunities
Office of Personnel Management
U.S. Air Force Medical Recruiting
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the next se>sion of Congress, to
cegin to return deci<;ion-making to
>~a!e and local levels.''
The re>olution v.as offered by
\'ermont Gov. Richard Snelling,
o:ngoing chairman of the
Republi.:an Governors Association.
As examples of immediate steps
Reagan and the next Congress
should take, the governors gave
rriority to a reduction in federal
:axes and a limitation on federal
<pending in an effort w preserve
r:oore state and lo::al tax sources.
Allho\lgh the go\ emors were
ir:si-:en: during all the session> that
federa: spending must be cut and
grea.~er roles gi.''.ten Io~al govern..

Marc L. Mervis
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Make The Most Of Your Career ...
Become An Army Nurse
You'll be stepping into a world where you're an
accepted leader. The equal of other men and
women who have achieved the same level of
professional competence•
The Anny offers a nurse a chance to specialize,
to travel, to take on new responsibilities and to
develop valuable skills with exceptional
benefits and financial compensation. It's a
place where you can make the molt of your
career. Few nursing opportunities offer as many
advantages as the ARM:Y NURSE CORPS.

Be an Army Nurse.
SFC Hoyt L. Clabum
4111 N. Mesa
El Paso, TX 79902
915·544-8882
Join the people who've joined the Army.
An Equol opport..,llr Emplorer

.\\hat makes this phone so special?

.

' ...(
1
I

\I

There's a volume control on the inside of the handset.
So a hearing difficulty won't be a barrier to phone conversation.
~e volume ~on!rol handset is just Ol}e of the many ~ys Mout,ttain Bell can help people. with their
spectftc commumcatlons needs. You can fmd out all about tt by calhng our new Telecommumcations Center
for Dtsabled Customers. Where we can also tell you about phones and equipment that can help with a vision
disability. Impaired speech. And limited mobility. And if we don't already have an answer to a person's ·
specific phone need, we can work to find one.
If you, or someone you know, could use our special phones and services, we'd like to hear from you.
Call us at our new Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers any weekday from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30p.m. Or call at your convenience and leave a recorded message. We'll get back to you the next business
day. The toll-free number for you to call is listed below.
Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers, 1401 Champa Street, Denwr, Colorado.
1-800·332-9958-Voice (Colorado) 1-800-525-3156~ Voice (Outside Colorado)
1-800-332-2072-TTY (Colorado) 1-800·525·6028-TTY (Outside Colorado)

@ Mountain Bell
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Editorial

They Can't Dance, Either
Student elections are once again off and running on two left feet.
Election day started with several unlocked ballot
boxes (uh,ohl. The fact that election law does not
require locked ballot boxes, only that they nat be
opened until after the elections, is small comfort. As
far as the law is concerned, old shoe boxes would
work as well and be a lot cheaper. Even Ronald
Reagan relies on shoe boxes. Who could ask for a
bottur endorsement?
That part of the election code is obviously in need of
revision. It is unlikely, however, that anybody would
have been able to stuff them anyway because some
polling places lacked tables and chairs. The ballot
boxns made handy substitutes, though it was
doubtless inconvenient for poll workers to have to
~,tand up every time someone wanted to vote. (Not
only was the r:hair we lent returned, but we gained a
tab Ill to bout. I
While no one has been expecting a land office
businoss at the polls, we certainly did not expect poll
workers to get bored and go home, leaving one of the
tmllot box!ls in the SUB unattended. Not long after the
di~Govory, the box was impounded and will not be
oponed until after polls close today. At least not too
many people were voting, so one less ballot box will
probably cause no great inconvenience.
As for the failure to adequately mark the polling
places, that does have a tendency to take some of the
wind aut of the sails of everyone who has encouraged

participation in student elections. It is as much as to
say "Sure, we want you to vote. We're just not going
to tell you where."
Unlike too many alleged instances of campaign
material disappearing from bulletin boards and back·
packs (it is remarkable that some candidates do not
seem to be having this problem), there does not
appear to be any malice involved in the errors of the
Elections Commission. Carelessness and inadequate
organization, yes, but not malice.
Whatever the reasons for the mistakes, because of
them it is now necessary to contest the election itself.
We hope no irregularities are present to be discovered,
but only a thorough examination of all the ballot boxes
in question can be completely reassuring. If there have
been no irregularities, only some time will have been
expended to gain the knowledge that all votes are
legal and have been tabulated correctly.
The next senate, whoever is elected, must spend a
lot of time cleaning up and straightening out the
election code. If the complexity of the case con"
earning the spring elections currently before the
ASUNM court has not made this need clear, then the
present mess should. Indeed, under these conditions
it is difficult to encour13ge students to vote and
otherwise participate in student government and
expect them to believe we are sane. We will try
anyway:
Today is the last day to vote in this fall's elections.
You owe it to yourself to do so.
SNAFU

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
·''
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Letters

PRESENTS

Senators Say Everyone Can Help Reader Thinks Cyclist
Ignorant About Sport
Editor:

In responds to Mansour Fahimi's letter in November
14th Lobo we are extremely disturbed in his Ignorance
on how the tuition lobbing has been handled. If Mr.
Fahimi is so concerned over keeping tuition down,
why have we never seen him around the ASUNM
office and at the Board of Regents meetings and at the
B.E.F. meetings which are all open to the public.

Obviously Fahimi has no conception of Mario Ortiz
dedication toward keeping tuition down. President
Ortiz has worked tirelessly for two years in all

1b

Ya. ll\l~k

LAMI

Z•W'Y

segments of the community to gather support In
fighting higher tuition.
We would like to remind Mr. Fahimi that the fight is
·not over yeti The L.F.C. and the State Legislatures
still have the final word In how much our tuition will be
raised, and if he wants to help keep tuition down he
should take an active role rather than hiding behind
empty words. We invite Mr. Fahimi to come up to the
Lobby Committee office and find out what really is
going on.
Kris Kapke- ASUNM Senator
Timothy K. Cutler - Lobby Committee Chairman

Editor:
This letter concerns the previous
letter by a Mr. Aram Chakerian (7)
printed in the Lobo Nov. 13.
Obviously, he must have a very
limited view of cycling and of sports
in general. His attitude is an insult
to me and any other serious athlete
who has ever spent not only
money, but 8·10 years of his/her
life training hard and .waiting for the

Correction

·*"
c:ARTEfd

~tfJ6

A
WILL.,,.,

On Nov. 17, 1980 the Lobo
incorrectly reported that Phil
Hernandez was a poll watcher
for presidential candidate
Michael Gallegos in the spring
ASUNM elections.
Also, the Interfraternity
Council budget was defeated,
not the budget of the Pan
Hellenic Council.

A'Bil-ITY To 'R.uf\1 THf
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The All New

chance to go to the Olympics, only
to be patted on the back and told to
stay home.
I would also like to say that his
so"called "European attitude about
bicycles" isn't to e)(ercise and
travel. Rather, it is exactly
"sponsors, primes, arid prizes."
That's the reason anybody
seriously pursues not only cycling
in Europe, bul football, basketball,
or baseball here. If cycling never
offers money and fame, it will
always remain a very minor sport
and be represented by minor
athletes.
Such a naive view as riding for
enjoyment and travel has it's place.
But as far as a career, such a view
usually lasts about as long as the
career of a person who holds that
view. (A couple of years at most.) I
think Mr. Chakarian should be
"bothered" by something he
knows something about.

''College Night''
FREE

50~

every Wednesday
admission with college ID and valid drivers license

Lowenbrau Tonight!

7-lOp.m.
SO<: Herman Joseph's
(11 /26) 7-10 p.m.

Steve Wood

New Mt::tlc:O Olilt· Lobo
381400

Vol.85

FREE Country &
Western Dance Lessons

No.63
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Inconsistent Compromises Cause
Nation's Irregular Drinking Ages
Joshua D. Liberman

The nature of drinking laws and
how they have been traditionally
justified both legally and morally
will be the subject of this, the first
of a two-part article.

A familiar and often unwelcome warning to Albuquerque drinkers.
(Photo by Helen Gaussoin)

To drink or not to drink. That is
not even the question if you are
under21 inNewMexico.
What should the legal drinking
age be? Who should decide? Should
there even be a legal drinking age?
While the "pursuit of happiness"
is a constitutionally guaranteed
right, the popular will is at the core
of many of the laws of modern
society. Just what constitutes this
popular will, and just how important it is (whether it takes
precedence over individual will)
continues to be a source of heated
debate from the h!llls of Congress
to Joe's Garage.

Culture of Southwest Studied
The cultural landscape of the
northern Rio Grande Valley during
the last five centuries is the subject
of a study at UNM by visiting West
German Professor Dr. Dietrich
Flicdner.
Flicdncr has researched and
analyzed the cultural changes in
northern New Mexico for "Society
in Space and Time," a manuscript

he has wriiten that is to be
published.
He said his interest in the culture
of the American Southwest
developed from his studies of the
Roman and Medieval history of
Germany. "The beginnings of
Europe are similar to those of New
Mexico," he said. "The Neolithic
stage in Europe compares with the

pueblo stage in the American
Southwest in terms of stone tools
and settlement patterns. It's easier
to study the basic needs and
reactions of Indian peoples than to
study the deserted villages of the
Teutonic and Celtic tribes in
Europe."

Governor King Reappoints
Public Administration Head
Governor Bruce King has
reappointed
Dr.
Leonard
Stitelman, director of the Public
Administration Division at UNM,
to the state Juvenile Parole Board.
Stitelman will serve on the board
until 1986. He was first appointed
in 1977 after serving on the
Governor's Council on Criminal

Justice Planning.
He said he enjoys his work on the
board because he feels the
possibility for real rehabilitation is
greatest in young people.
Stitelman meets at least once a
month to hear cases at Springer
Boys School and at the Bernalillo
County Detention Center.

Regions under study by Fliedncr
include the Jemez and Pecos
Pueblo areas.
Fliedner analyzed and graphed
transportation routes, trade patterns, pueblo and field house ruins
of the Native American period,
ranches and farms of the Spainish
period, mining camps, homesteads,
farms and ranches of white settlers
since 1846.
Fliedner has published other
works on the subject of settlement
evolution and popular shifts,
especially that of Germany.
He received his Ph.D from the
University ofMarburg in 1954.

•

Why 21, though? Why not 19 (as
in Arizona), or even 25? What
makes a 21-year-old more fit to
drink than an 18-year-old, or a 17year-old?
As it is with most laws in this
nation, drinking laws are essentially
comnromises (for example, the split
age laws of many states, such as
Colorado; 18 for 3.2 beer, 21 for all
else). And, like most compromises,
the end result rarely reflects the
desires of either of the compromising parties.
During the 70's the general trend
was toward a lowering of the
drinking age. In Massachusetts, for
example, the drinking age was
lowered to 18. Later in the decade,
the trend reversed itself and
Massachusetts raised the drinking
age back up to 20_ As recently as
last year, Connecticut lawmakers
tried to gather support for an attempt to raise that state's drinking
age. The movement was overwhelmingly opposed and died a
quick death.
In this country, an 18-year-old
has most of the rightf. and
obligati.:>ns (on a federal level) of
any "full grown" citizen. He has
the right to vote, to be tried and
sentenced under the same laws as an

aduit, and of course, he has the
right (or obligation) to be drafted
and go to war to defend his
country. There is not a state in the
nation that bars an 18-year-old
from getting married, divorced or
arrested. Drinking age, however, is
not federally controlled; it is a
reserved right of the individual
state.
Therefore, one can drink legally
in Texas, cross the state line and
then have to wait no less than three
years to buy a beer in neighboring
New Mexico.
As with all laws designed to
protect "society," the traditional
justification of all the various
drinking laws has been that it
protects the general populace from
the potential dangers of underaged,
''immature''
drinkers
who
wouldn't know how to control
themselves.
On the strength of these two
concepts, along with other, harder
to define, morally-based values,
these laws have existed for over a
century. The question is, do they
truly serve the general good, and if
not, can they be changed? Those
questions will be considered in the
second part of this article.

Government Jobs Available
Representatives from about 15
federal agencies will meet !It UNM
today for Government Career Day
in the North Ballroom of the
Student Union from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.
The representatives will answer
questions and provide information
on careers with governmental
agencies.
Agencies and their fields will
include:
-Bureau of Land Manllgcment:
business administration, natural
resources, life science and
engineering.

-Department of Energy: science
and engineering, Jaw, accounting
and
cooperative
management
education program.
-Federal
Aviation
Administration: engineering lind
traffic control.
-Natural Labor Relations
Board: business, industrial/labor
relations and political science.
-Small Business Administraion:
business areas.
-Veterans Administration:
medical occupations, engineering
and administrative areas.
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Propriety of Prison Inmates' Trial
Questioned in Illinois Riot Case

Now
appearing

Sixteen black men are due to go
on trial for their Jives within the
year for their alleged part in the
murders of three state prison
guards at the Pontiac state prison in
Pontiac, Ill.
If they are found guilty, the
maximum penalty would be a death
sentence, although one hasn't been
carried out in Illinois for more than
a decade.
To renew the death penalty in
this case "amounts to genocide" in
the opinion of the Northwestern
researcher. He said it will take
public awareness to change the
situation.
Steven Whitman, NU research
associate in Urban Affairs and a
member of the Pontiac Prisoners'
Support Coalition (PPSC), said

Tuesday the trial should be
During this time, some 800
dismissed because of the factors prisoners were taken out of their
th::lt led to the incident and state cells to talk to state corrections
investigation of the case.
officers investigating the case,
The prison was built for 600 men Whitman said.
in 1871. Now it houses 2,000, The
Those inmates who cooperated
temperature inside the prison walls were given more than special
July 22, 1978, the day of the riot, treatment, according to a PPSC
was llO degrees. A year before the letter that charged bribery.
incident, the warden said a riot was
Of the 49 witnesses the state
inevitable. "The conditions are to plans to introduce, 43 were immediately given 90 days "good
blame," Whitman said.
But the conditions may not be the time" just for agreeing to talk, and
only problem. After more than two one was granted executive clemency
years of investigation and in- and a commuted semence, he said.
Various witnesses were paid
terrogation, already costing the
state "a couple of million dollars" money, relocated at state expense
according to Whitman, the only or granted parole.
"There was even one case where
evidence is testimony from fellow
inmates, given under pressure criminal charges were dropped
against the girlfriend of an inmate
situations, he said.
Immediately after the riot, all testifying for the prosecution,"
inmates were confined to their cells Whitman said.
The controversy over the state
24 hours a day. They were not
investigation and state plans to ask
allowed visitors or recreation.
"The State held these people for for the death penalty have created
eight months without even letting problems in selecting a jury.
The Oxford Committee on them see their lawyers," Whitman
"1 ury selection has been going
Famine Relief (Oxfam) is asking said.
on two months and only three
people at UNM, and across the
jurors have been found eligible.
nation, to give up eating on
They need 18. It will take at least a
Thursday, Nov. 20.
year," Whitman said,
The fast is being sponsored at
Whitman said NU students can
UNM through the Aquinas
"help prevent the illegal dealings
Newman Center, the Lutheran
Abbie Hoffman, a one-time that go on in court" by watching
Campus Ministry Center, St. leader of the counter culture and the trial proceedings.
Thomas of Canterbury Chapel and defendant during the Chicago
"It's harder for the judge and
United Campus Ministries.
Seven tri!'lls, will speak at Popejoy prosecution to act illegally with
Contributions for the fast will go Hall tonight at 8:30p.m.
people watching them. The more
to help workers in Nicaragua,
Hoffman will hold a press people that show up, the more
refugees in Southern Africa, conference for members of the likely the state will understand that
farmers in Peru and Upper Volta, press after the talk at the Press the public is against this," Whit·
craft workers in Tanzania, rural Club.
man said. "There is no way to tell
women in Bolivia and village
There will not be a press con- who was responsible for the
community groups in Sri Lanka.
ference at the airport. as originally murders.
The Aquinas Center will open the thought.
"If the state executes 16 black
Tickets for the speech will be men, that's more people than the
fast tonight at 8 p.m. with a massThe fast is in recognition of available at the door and through Scottboro case in 1931. We're
world hunger.
ticketmaster outlets.
talking about racism."

World Hunger
Marked by Fast

Hoffman at UNM
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"SEZ"

"GO FOR IT!"
Buy Season Ski/Tram Tickets

NOW
Reduced Rates Until Nov. 30th
NEW CHAlRLIFT AND GREATlY INCREASED UPHILL CAPACITY
•

·eaUAL

MORE SKIING FOR YOUR SEASON TICKET DOLLAR

••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••••

••
•••
PEAK SKI COMPANY
•
#1 0 Tramway Loop NE
:
TO ORDER CALL OUR OFFICE- Phone 296-9585. .
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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OIITHOPEDK AND CERTIFIED
PRESCRIPTION FOOTWEAR CENTER

THIS WINTER IT'S

LARGEST FRYE
BOOT COLLECUON
NOW ON DISI~LAY
Usc your 10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
I

NoJ~~~B~~.
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new "pizzazz':
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5.~07 M~naul N.I·..

(next to All~q. Nat'll3ank)
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Don't hide your legs this winter.
Dress them up with tights &
leg wormers from Happy Feet.
They go everywhere, with everything,
Give last year's clothes

"Lay away now for
Chrishnlls"

AlBUQUERQUE
CIVIC AUDtfORIUM
:ep,us 5P~~.A~ .;uasr ROCK 94s
OF'Tll$ !JANPS/
WtNNt:R JF 1Hf..EA1'ft$

LEGWORKS

Tights add that extra touch!

DANSI<IN

881-1642

in the lounge

"Trusty''
Tues-Thurs 7·11
Fri & Sat 8·12

Wyoming location
behind Elliots Nest

MONTANA MINING RESTAURANT
2292 Wyoming at Menaul294·5080
"Relax in front of our fireplace"

Give Up Food For A Day!

FAST
foR A
l
WORLd ltARVES
Thursday,
NOVEMBER 20, 198
The Events:
Wednesday, November 19
Liturgy beginning the fast
8:00p.m.· Newman Center

Thursday, November 20
Information table
10:00 a.m. to 2:00p.m_
Student Union Building
Rice& Tea Donation Meal
11:30 a.m.- 1:00 p.m_
Student Union Building
Liturgy ending the last
6:30p.m.· St. Thomas
of Canterbury
7:15 Hunger Banquet

Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduates
Earn $850 per month while going to school.
Up to 24 months. Spend summers traveling
free on government air all over the world.
You'll have enough money to buy a new car or
rent your own apartment •..
We're looking for collegiates with a year of
calculus and physics to train in Nuclear
Engineering. We're willing to pay you a salary
of $850 per month. If you have good grades
and think you may qualify, contact us •..
Nuclear Programs Manager
P.O. Box 8667
Albuquerque, N.M. 87198
call (505) 766·2335

We'll be interviewing in UN M Placement Of·
fice on 20 November
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Sports

Basketball Players Need Good Grades for Trophy
l)uvc Suhd

There is a new concern with
academic> on this year's Lobo
basketball team. Coach Gary
Colson has initiated several
programs for his players designed
to keep tabs on their academic
progress.
One such program is the new
;tudy table that every team member
is required to attend at least once a
week. Says assistant coach Scott
Duncan, "Our philosophy is that a
degree comes first. We have a
genuine concern with grades this
year."
Adds graduate assistant coach
.Jimmy Williams," If a player is not
here for an education, why should
he come to school? It's a waste of
Lime to come to school and not
graduate.''
With an entirely new coaching
~taiT and several new players on the
team, the attitude toward education
ha'> changed. "Last year, no one
was concerned with the players's
grades. This year, we are stressing
the fact that you can't play if you
don't make the grades," says
Williams.
Several steps have been taken by
Colson and his staff to prove their
concern with grades. On a shelf in
the Lobo locker room is the Star
Trophy. It is about three feet !all
and is the largest individual trophy
that a team member can be
awarded.
The winner of this award will be
the player with the most points
recorded on the Star Chart at the
end of the season. There is a catch,
however. Not only will the award
he based on the number of

rebounds, points, and assists that a
play<:r has accumulated throughout
the season, but it will also include
the number of stars that he earns
academically.
"Coach Colson started this,"
says Williams, who is responsible
for recording the stars on the chart.
"The players are very enthused
with the program because they
know that they all have a chance at
winning the trophy.
"The other day Phil (Smith)
brought in an 'A-' paper. I looked
at it and put two stars next to his
name on the chart. You can look at
the chart and sec that everybody
has several stars up there, and the
season has not even begun yet."
Another program that has just
been initiated this season is the
study table. Every player is expected to attend at least once a
week with certain individuals
requiring more than one session.
Freshmen must attend four times a
week.
Players are also required to have
progress rcport5 filled out and
confer with their professors once
every two weeks. Tom Brennan was
hired by the athletic department at
the beginning of this school year to
admisnistcr this program for all
UNM athletes.
Williams says that the new
procedures were explained to
prospective recruits when they
visited the university this summer.
He was one of the people assigned
the task of showing recruits around
the campus and explaining what
was expected of them athleticly and
academically.
"I didn't try to paint a pretty
picture," says Williams. "The
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reality was that these guys were
going to have to pull the grades. A
few guys were scared off because of
that. But you can't play if you are
failing out of school.''
Williams and other people
associated with Lobo basketball
entertained recruits by showing
them through the school, letting
them know about their majors, and
answering other questions that
prospective college athletes ask
when determining which school to
go to. Says Williams, "We try to let
them talk to profs and show them
the athletic facilities, all without
being too persuasive."
But the most important thing
they stressed to these prospects
from high schools and junior
colleges was that they were going to
be expected to do very well
academically. Since I 976, only two
Lobo basketball players have
graduated.
Academic keenness was as important to UNM recruiters as
superior athletic ability. The three
freshmen that ended up with the
Lobes are Alan Dolensky, Jeff
Reinert, and Wallace Williams.
All three players display and
understanding of their roles on the
basketball court as well as in the
classroom. This awareness is
reinforced by the constant
reminding of their elder teammates,
who are also working "overtime"
with the books.
ALAN DOLENSKY
Alan Dolensky is a 6'5" forward
from Garden Grove, Ca. Earlier
this year, he incurred an ankle
injury which has not yet completly
healed. Dolensky expects to see a
lot of playing time, but at the same

time, sees this year as his learning
season.
"I'll play; how much is up to the
coach." Colson was the only major
college coach to offer him a
scholarship. "Coach saw me play in
one ail-star game, and afterward he
came and talked to me," says
Dolen sky.
"At first I wasn't sure. But when
I visited the school, I decided that it
was pretty nice, I didn't have any
reservations about coming here, I
figured that any probation would
only be for about a year, anyway."
JEFF REINERT
From Bellingham, Wash.,
Colson picked up Jeff Reinert, a
6'7" forward who was probably the
most concerned about the
"Lobogate" situation. Says
Williams, "He asked questions,
and we answered them."
Reinert says he picked New
Mexico because he felt that he
could play and because he got a
scholarship. "Jeff will also see a lot
of playing time," reports Williams.
"He was one of those players who
was a 'sleeper,' and we were fortunate enough to pick up good
players like that."
Reinert was a little nervous at the
beginning of the season, according
to Williams. Since then, he has
gotten into "the flow of college
basketball."
WALLACE WILLIAMS
At 5'10", Wallace Williams is the
shortest player on the team. He
played at Hobbs High School,
where he was overshadowed by a
teammate who received most of the
attention from the recruiters.
•'We saw him in the North-South
All Star Game and decided that his

Tonight!

********** Popejoy Hall

quickness and ball handling were
what we needed," says Williams.
Williams will most likely see a Jot of
playing time at the point guard
position, but he he will be playing
behind Phil Smith, who is also a
freshman, but a sophomore
academically.
"I'm not worried about the
playing time, 1 just have to play my
role and wait. Phil and I get along.
1 think we help each other by
putting on pressure in practice."
Williams and senior Dave
Duggin, who plays wing guard, will
be playing back-up at the point
guard position. Williams, however,
has been playing more at the point,
while Duggin has put most of his
time in at the wing.
Assistant coach Williams says
that all three of the new freshmen
will contribute to the team in one
way or another. "They realize their
roles, and they also realize their
responsibilities in the classroom."
It is entirely likely that one of
these players could win the Star
Trophy despite the fact that they
will not see as much playing time as
some of the older players. This is
just one example of how Lobo
basketball has changed from last
season.
There really does seem to be a
positive attitude toward academics
on the 1980-81 Lobo basketball
team. "These guys, the old players
and the new ones, have really
worked on their grades. Having
played last year and gone through
the whole bad experience, I am
really proud of these guys," says
Jimmy Williams.

****************

8:30 p.m.

Captain Hopes Lobo Tearrt Will Make Nationals
Robert Johnson
The fact of being the only senior
on a young team can bring a lot or
pressure on one to assume the
leadership of the team.
Marilvn Denison of the UNM
women's gymnastics team is in such
a situation but doesn't feel she was
forced to play the role of leader.
"I feel it was an honor that 1 was
allowed to be team captain, 11
Denison said. "In fact, 1don't even
feel like I'm the only senior. It's
like we're all a team; we're all the
same level."
She said, "There are times when
we talk, and I take things to the
~oaches, and 'ice versa. In that
way, I'm a leader or a go-between,
lt helps in communication.''
"If there are problems, especially
for the newer ones, since I have
been here longer, they do come to
IPe for that, •' Denison explained.
The Lobo women have, in addition to Denison, one upperclassman, junior Claire Love,
sophomores Pam Tolliver and
Maggie Hasbrouck, and five freshmen including Kim Custodi, Tracy
Wea\·er, Lisa Fuller, Valerie Lamar
and Sherry Jennings.
Even with all the freshmen,
Denison believes the Lobes can
make it to nationals this year.
"The freshmen have all had
experience before," Denison
pointed out, "They can handle the
pressure."
According to Denison, "We have
more talent on this team than we've
ever had."
She said if the team doesn't go to
nationals this year, she would at
least like to make it on her own.
"My attitude has changed a lot

from previous years," Demson
said, "I've always enjoyed gym~
nastics, but this year I feel that even
stronger.
"I'm usually here an hour early,
and I usually stay late. I love
working out," she said.
Denison's scores last year were
high enough to take ber to
nationals. But, because New
1\'lexico is in the toughest gymnastics region in the U.S., Denison
says, there were too many people
ahead of her in the region for her to
go to nationals.
"If we were in another region, we
probabl)• would have made it to
nationals," Denison said. "\Ve
have most of the top teams right
here."

l tl_iiJlLI@It·

Denison is an all-arounder,
which means she competes in every
event; her favorite events are the
floor exercise, beam, uneven bars,
and the vault, which she names as
her weakest event.
Denison said she is learning new
tricks on the bars, the beam and the
vault that may help her get to
nationals.
"Bars are coming close to my
favorite this year. I've learned a lot
of new tricks," she explained. "M>'
whole routine is new with the exception of my mount. Usually only
a trick or two are changed.''
Denison said, "In floor exercise I
can express myself the most. I listen
to the music, express myself
through that and relate it to the
audience."
She said she hopes this year will
not end her connection with
gymnastics.

\
Marilyn Denison

"I started gymnastics nine years
ago, and I began basically at
Eldorado High School," Denison
said.
She said she would like to help
the Lobes '.>ith their routines after
she is graduated. "I could probably
come in late every day and help
them with floor routines especially.
"When they get into their season,
I'd like to help out at the meets;

help them prepare for it, help them
psyche up for it," Denison explained.
"I think I'll always be a part of
this team, whether I'm here or
not," she said.

Denison said she wants to teach
elementary school children and is
majoring in elementary education
and secretarial business: "I needed
a back-up in case I don't get hired
as a teacher," she said.

Lessons Begin
For Badminton
Intramural badminton singles for
men and women are scheduled to
begin Saturday. Entries for badminton are due Tuesda v in the
intramural offke. 130 ·Johnson
Gym. A mandatory participants'
meeting is s.:hedu!e:l for 4 p.m.
Tnursday in 154 Johnson G:-m.

Chevy Chase Goldie Hawn Charles Grodin

**********

(Tickets on sale at the door)

He was ''radical chic" in the 60's ...
he vanished in the 70's ...
and now he's back in the 80's ...

BIGGER THAN

Appearing November 19th 8:30 pm
Popejoy Hall, University of New Mexico
Tickds availablt allht door and all Tickelmasltr locations
UNM Students wilD $2.00 • General Audience $3.00
AN ASUNM SPEAKER'S COMMilTEE PRESENTAnON
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bKEODTIMEs

EVER!

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK ProduetJon CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN "NEIL SIMON'S SEEMS UKE OLD TIMES" A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
Music by MARVIN HAM LISCH Executrve Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Ptoducbon Des!Qned by GENE CALLAHAN
t!r6JPAR1:1TAi.iliDANCE SSTED>® Otrector of Photography DAVID M. WALSH Wntlert by NEIL SIMON ''""' RASIAR
Q!~Milu;!~~;"orae &IIITIIttFDRCMIIII!o Produced by RAY STARK Otrected by JAY SANDRICH
c-=_.....,...,..,__""' ~
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Arts
up

II

~r-rl::Jj
Deadline for LIP
thl!

S~RVICE

Is noon the d11y before

announcement is to run.

An Independent filmakcr makes a personal ap.peurance at the SUD Theatre two nights thb wed;,

and the film about a man searching for the perfe~,:t
number to settle the frustrathm of his mlddle-agecrisi$ stage cap off this week's nlms by Htc ASUNM
Film Commlt¢<;e.
Both Wednesday and Thunday nights, 8 p.m.,
Rh:l'!nr~

Myers will present his films ... Fioorshow"

and "37 ..73," two films dealing with subcoitsclous

You know its going to
be a bad day when
your birthday cake
collapses from the weight
of the candles

So make it a great
day, and have lunch
at the Posh Bagel
Bring your "bad day" line by the Posh and if we use it
you'll get a free lunch for 2 at the Posh

Posh Bagel
2216 Central SE

Untitled Lithography by James Cogswell, part of an exhibit now
showing in the teaching gallery In the Art Building. (Photo by
Helen Gaussoln)

renlily and drcRm-llke unreality are featured Wednesday. 11 Akran" h a contemporary statement about
pre$sing issues and ideas during America's upheaval.
"Deathstyles," winner of the Ann Arbor film
Festival, 1972 and Kenyon Film Festival, 1973. is a
film that takes us through Americana complete with a
baroque death .;hanl. 11 Akrl!nu and ''Deathstyles"
will be shown Thursday.
Subway suulon- through Frida>", Nov, 21, join us
for coffee, teas, pastries and jgzz from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Hl!;panlc EnRinrerlnR Sotlely - meetlng on Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. in room 349 FEC., everyone
weli:ome.
Gyp.,les - Their Origins lind illslory - will be tbc
topic of a free h:~:turc by Professor Arthur L.
Basham, Distinguished Visillng Professor In the
Philosophy Dept., at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 19
in Woodward Hall, room 249.
Gallows, S1ones and Corflns: The Tools or the t'Jnt
Printers - will be lhl; topic of a lecture by Richard
Hicks, press builder and proprietor of the Bobcat
Press on Wedneday, Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Anderson Room of the Zimmerman Library.
Art Ltcture - entitled_ "In the American Grain:
Charles Demuth;s:'l Saw the Figure Five InGold''' to
be given on Wednesday, NQv. 19 at In room 2-018 or
the fAC. Admission Is free.
An Airplane In Every Garqc? The Birth and Dnth
of A Dream- is the topic or an illustrated lecture IO
be given Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 3 p.m. in toom I104

I
i

II

Cellist Joanna De Keyser (above) and pianist George Robert will perform tonight at 8:15 in Keller
Hall. Both have played often in solo, ensemble and orchestra programs in Albuquerque. Tonight's
performance is part of the Keller Hall Fall Series, sponsored by UNM's music department. For more
information about the series or tickets for the performance, ca/1277·3121.

''

of Mesa VIsta Hall by Dr, Joseph Corn of Stanford
Unlver.sity,
Var:ant V1ratlons- A wotkshop designed io discu~s

and

e~plore r~e11ngs

of 11 not belonging when society

Hurry! Last Day!

celebrates belonging" at Thanksaivfns, Christmas
and etc. at the Women's Center on Thursday, Nov.

Student Work Showing
The
"Tamarind
Print
Collaborative and Portfolios from
0. J. Rothrock's 'Art of the Book'
Seminar" is the exhibition now
hanging in the second floor
teaching gallery of the new art
building.
The show, which is to continue
through Friday, Nov •. 28, includes
lithographs
and
portfolios
produced by students enrolled at
two different classes at UNM.

The lithographs are products of
the Tamarind Print Collaborative
class taught by John Sommers,
technical director of UNM's
Tamarind Institute. The prints were
made by student artists working in
collaboration with student printers.
The books or portfolios in the
exhibition are the products of a
seminar on the art of the book
taught by 0. J. Rothrock, who also
teaches art history at UNM.

20 from 12o30to lo30p.m.
Tlltnl Show Finals - a urlety of exciting enler1ainment. UNM students free~ from 8 p.m. to
midnight In the SUB lower level,
NM State Prison, Guest L«ture- Lecturer wlllsivc
a presentation Wednesday. Nov. 19 at 9 a.m. In
Anthro. 170. Everyone is in<Jitcd to attend.
Phyllt's A A•tronoray and PllllosopJI)' Udure Prof, Jagdish Mcbra of Belgium. who will h:eture on
.. The Historical and Philosophical Basts of the
General Relativity Theory" on Wednesday, Nov. 19
at 3:30p.m. in Mitchell Hall room 121,
Alplla Pill Omep - UNM's only co-ed service
orsanlzallon mcclstortight at 7:30 p.m. In room 23 1.·
E of the SUD. All Interested ·persons are welcome to
attend.

UNM Press Christmas Booksale
2nd Floor Journalism Bldg.

BOOTS

.-

Poetry Rtadln& - "Conception! Southweu11
presents the last. in a nrie!l or thrte readinss by
contributors lo our Spring 80 issu,e, Lud Tapahonso
and Jennifer Seiffert will be re.adlna from their
works. on Thursday, Nov. 10 at 7 p.m in the
Humanities Theatre (108 across from the eleutots on
the around noor).

Ladie's & Men's

Nov, 17 '"' ~h ru. 2q i"h

20o/o

q:oo to ~3'0

at

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Off

lobo
men's
shop

Speakers on the Art of Film

Richard Myers in person

2120 Central SE

Floorshow 90 minutes B & WI sound 1978

FLOORSHOW features Jake and Mary led, Pat and Kick Myers,
Kelly Myers, Marjory Muers, and 'Da' Croft. The film operates, at
times, on a purely visual level, Floorshmv's images move back and
forth thru past and present, dream and reality, held together by a
thread of irrational consequences. Floorshow repeals fragments
and free associate~ •.• Jays words on top of images •• on top of
sounds and speech and visuals... hinting at connections,
engaging ... but always pulling at the viewers own involvement and
internalizations.
The kinds of "images" in Floorshow lack the specific connotation of 'words' despite the fact that the film experiments with
word·image combinations in the use of sub·titles • , • In Floorshow
the images are more generalized than the most abstract concepts
slated in words •. : and are susceptible to an infinite multiplicity of
application ... and interpretation.
I do not consider Floorshow to be narrative-Dramatic, but
rather, in the film I flY to strip away appearance , •• delve Into
dream ideas .•. to reveal dramatic points of contact thru a
theatrical base ..• between the mind and the outside world.
Dreams to me are the link between the subconscious and the con·
sdous mind. In dreams we often discover, thru the absurd and
the unusual, the 'true' combinations •. , things secret and
precious ••• dreadful and pure .•. that our concept of reality or•
dinarily shrouds from our sight. Events in Floorshow ate linked in
such a way that recalls the absurd yet implacable, unappeasable,
insatiable necessity of the dream ..• then the association of Idea
and image seems automatic ••. complete. RM

60 min. B & W sound (197 4)
With: Jake Leed, Kelly Myers, Mary Leed
Marjory Myers, 'Da' Croft.

3.7·73

-

Richard Myers' 37-73 was far and away the most noteworthy film
in the Exposition (9th Annual Independent filmmakers exposition)
In fact, Richard Myers is, in my opinion, one of the few innvoative,
conceptually oriented filmmakers in the country. By conceptual!
am not referring to film ideas characterized by such labels as
structuralism, but rather, Myers' work Is an expression of a com·
mitment to a very personal view of life as made manifest in "world·
sof possibility" through film language. As powerful and complex
as-is AI<RAN (an earlier Myers' film that utilio:es a similar film form
and structured mode as 37·73), 37-73 is more taut, richer in
associative meaning. Myers through the collision of sound and
image that can best be understood as "stream of con·
sciousness.'' ..• 37· 73 is a film about dreams, about memory
and its associations with nightmare and magic.Myers' characters
exist within a deluge of impressions that evoke a world of terror.
37·73 utilizes a complex interrelationship of image, sound and
sub·tilles, each speaking to a delfering reality .. , a "tour de force''
conceptually and technically 37-73 is great filmmaking.- Owen
Shapiro
"As at Ann Arbor, the most interesting film at this festival
(Kenyon) was Richard Myers' 37·73." •• Ed Daniels, Filmmakers
Newsletter.

TONIGHT, Wed. Nov.l9 and
tomorrow night Thurs. Nov. 20
8pm only Sub Theater $1.75 and $2.25
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Only $10 per year
Marron Hall Room 131
or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.•
A!!'-., N.M. 87131
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TliE lTTADH-·SUPERil location near UNM &.
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $20S. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kllchen wilh dishwasher & disposal, recreation room,
swimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pet~. I S20 University N.H. 243·2494.
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A light bulb
could be
jeopardizing
·_your education.

FORSALE

ARTISTS! TWO HUGE canva1scs, $22.50 each/two
for $40.00. One gallon primer, $8.50. 344·4298. 11119
liP 67; COMPLETE, EXCliL.LfiNT. $250.00,

ncgoliablc. 296·8036.

11124

I'RIX, newly rebuilt, good
«llldilion, new paint. $150 or best offer. 293·8889
RAl.hiGH GRAN

evenings. Alfred.
11/17
I'A TI'HSON PLASTIC llEELS, Kodak Polycontrust
filter~, Kollak and Iiford chemicals for sale. Call Josh
ar294·7003, evenings.
11126
I iOLJ) AND SIIVJ:R. Top dollar. Caii293·345S.
12/15
CHARMING AllOBF STYLED three bedroom
lwme on llNM campus. Mu;sive beams and stone
tircplace. Unique• l.it, (iallery of Homes; :499·1509,

Classified
Advertising

29R-741H.
11/20
NFAR LJNM, rWO bedroom, 1490 square feel. 4433
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IM·OR\1·\ I ION M\011 I «>n"

or

I YI'INt; lllf'i(S, DISSIH T1\ f!ON, report<,
,tal.-11«11 c ·all Amutu, 2'!6·2~49.
1211~
I YI'IN<i. !LITOHlNCi, lANc,IJA<W 'kills, 266-

Avcnida Manana. Fxcellcnl condition, updated,
duul>lc garage. Ucarf'aw Realty. 293·5800, 884-4198.

11120

l'IONl'l'R RECEIVER, TURNTABLE, speakers,
Akai recllo reel. Must sell. 262-0116.
11120
SCOTT 320R RECEIVER, two yenr warranty, $150.
furnrahlcs: Phillips 212, $100. Thorcns TOllS, $12~.
Fru,lline ba~kpaek tent, $100. 413 Columbia S.E.,
11/19
cudyevcmngs.
GlORIA VANDERBILT CORDS, $20. Lambs'
wnnl s\lcaters. $11. Designer velour blouses, $12.
I>i~eount Uoutiquc, 4406 Menaut, just east of
Washington, 265·3103.
11/17
(iUILD TWELVE STRING guitar, model F·112.
11/17
$450.00. 294·0311.
1962 CORVAJR. NEW trnn1mission, rcbuill engine,
new tirc1, runncry well. $700. 298·0637.
11/17

41h7

NIT6'1ii ll'

WITH papers? Typing, o<l1ting,
rcVI'Hltl, rc>carch. 2HI·lCXll.
11121
UlJll AR II SSONS: All \lyles. Mnrc'1 Guitar
Srudll1. 2M-HI~.
lfn
I'ROll''i~IONAI
I'Yl'IST; 10M Selectric.
ciuarmuced a<cura·~· rca;unable rares. Judy. 821HW7, 2'19 769 L
11120
1\'PIN<i, WOHI> PR<><I'SSINO, editing, darn
l"""e"m~.

delivery ;crvirc. 211K R176.

Right to

2.

LOST & FOUND

lUll <•Ill tOR n•• pc,"c Rctutn ru11 pur1c, \\JIIet,
cr. \l;i" ;\nn \'1~11. 2W-~RII, l'ol1<e
II 19
I til "-ll Rl I l •\Bl I <'.\~DIIH TF fM ASliN~!

•'r

'\;:u.t~.H \ nte J\JrL'n G.lHC'~\\(j J'\1\ltWil "(f ...
fl\ \.~'llHlbUhtJnr.

Patd r,,r
11 19

Jell :'lOll RO<!I.\\H l <A!Cl'l ATOR m l>ro11n
....1.. \'~ n.um: ''l t

tlltb S ,1n ..:J\C. Claim at D I \larnm
H.1ll
II 11
i-(11 '<D Jl-\1 •\I 1: SA I">it Bernard puppy m area of
l!.u<.n.l anJ CcnlrJL tl>ntn<t Humane Socacty, 2~5·

Jl. 21

C\1\~1

1tll '<ll <;fl f>I :-<T ID'Sof· Jn~quehnc ll., Ou\taf
I • ll•.u•c o., SaJ•e o., Heidr I<., Don H .• Melnnae
\f. Jrn.l ( 'harltlttc \\'. <'Ia an! at front uclk of Student
llc,ilth('cnter.
II 20

3.

SERVICES

t\ PING, l'ROFI;SSlONAL ANI> fnst, 884-7671 or
12 I
TYI'IN(i: I'ROH.'SSIONAI TYPING. Ro:t10nal:tle
rate<. Thc1is, term papcr1, dislertatiom. IUM

lllh·~220. l>ebb!C.

Sclcctnc. 821-0576 after 5:30.
II. 25
J<lNI\O'S TYPING SERVICE (lllM Selectric) and
Ill'" 1 minute l'a1sport l'hotos. No appoimmcnt.
2oR-~~I1.
lfn
('I!Jl ll CARF, SEVEN days n week, 241\ours a day.
A<ros< from l'nivotsity. 268·0972.
II. 21
QA TYPING SERVICE: A complete typing and
editorial sy<tem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
<dmlnstk. Charts & tables . .145·2125.
tfn
ACTION SPORTS TUNES up skis. We're open right
now at 7509 Mcnaul N.E. "The ski doctor" really
knows
Aclion
884·561 •
li/ZI

·..

prm·c~;ing.

len pcrccn1 >IUdcnl di1coun1. Please
and number at266·8238.
11120
II_!~'!!~ lf'RM l'AI'l'R, ~c;ume,, 2•;>:8970. II i26

6.

HOUSING

4.

Jcp<•<~t. 25~·~266.

11/19

j~jJ ()( A TINO l'ROH:SSIONAL; (JRADllATE
>llrtlcnt. Due w urmc from our of stale, needs place
In '"" ~'<lnle gelling acquainted. Time period: 2·3
\\cck;. Relpllnlible, ~an 1hnrc expcn1es. Would also
hke to heM from cordial, attractive women, age 23·
2R, '"meet <Wcr coffee und po<<ibly accomnany me ro
"""1 UliKCrt•. movies, rlnys. etc. Write, Curt, 1109
N. l'ntlerlnll,lll,l'euria,lll. 61606.
11/19
-TWO UU>ROOM liNHlRNISHED npmrncnt with
garage n~ar UN\1. No pets. S215. 266·7698
II /25
HlR ~AI 1': CONDOMINIUM; great N.E. location.
$2~.~()().

Mnr~

for details. E.R.A. Walkedlinkcl

~e,idenual. 268-4~~ I; c~coingl242·6089.

11126

AIIRM'IIVF TWO IU'DROOM, ncar lJNM lind
1\1. l'talitw. paatl, $280 month. 440 l'rinccton. No

per-.

12t2

~~~·hl\1.

HIR HI'Nl ~TWO betlroom Ul>ilrlment. Kid1, small
~"· n K $190. month plm utilities. 294-0684. II 121
'il 1i\< 'I< ll 'S ONE ANil 1\\o bedroom apartments ';
hlud I r.•m l'NM. laundry facihlicl, recreation
hllllll,

pt>l11, completely lurmlhcd. f-Ireplace!, utrhlles

ondudc•l <ali266-00II.
12:2
H IR HI·"' J': $19~. One bedroom unfutn.,hcd
Jl'<ltlment. Wn1hcr· dryer, small fem:eu yard.
< hchH>Ild Park Northea•t. C'nll293·~261.
11 i21
~l'l'I·R 'ii'MIOUS SPOTLf:SS t"o bedroom
ap.r.rtmcnt fircrla<e, 9 ft. dosct<, cxcellelll fur·
"''Inn~•.

111\Ulalcu for quictne«. SJSO. utilities paid.
N•• pel<, dnldrcn. llNM area. 842·0925,
12110
IWO lllOCKS TO lJNM. l.arge, furnilh<d !!Udio
apartments. $175 'month, include• utilities. 2Z2
~t•lcN.l,, Manager in unit two. 243·1$50.
II /26

Re-elect

Austin
ASUNM Senate

Paid lor by the rommillee to

EMPLOYMENT

mo.~

DIVISION OF (iOVriRNMENT Research needs

WACIOliS ON!o UI'DROOM, furnillaed, utilities
)'Jn.l, ,c,·uril~. laundry faciliUcl. Walk 10 liNM .
$2Z~.oo. R4H•l~2. J44fo023.
lli2S
IIOI'SI·MATI' WAN ltD: N.l,. Heiglus. 294·3733,
<1Jrcr ~:00.
1112S
\\'AN ll ·D A HOliSl• pattncr. Tl'<l! bedroom house,
me.• vard1 and garage. SDO•month, plus $100

('hmtfiC.

tln
tl'<l Y Sl W. IWO farm.frr<h c~g,, "'~' h11memadc
'hCilll,,\]Jr~~ \;IU\agc ral!le\, (\\<I <1'-C< 1>f 1031(, ftCC
~reel! ,tnh <I pen~ n.m. \lt•rmrrg <ihll\' ('nfc. <:orner
••l<•rr.uJ,(cntr,llnnd\h>nle\'i<la.~6s-7040. 11 24
ll \l'l'Y I Ci!llthc ne\1 "fa<hu•n «>lour gtadrcntlens
tull" 1•hcn I hllught m~ pre<cnpllon gla11c1. llol'e
them I' a• I c« npu.mnl, lntcrnatmnal. tA~rol$ the
•.lr<'<llr<tlll I allelic'' al 100"1 ~lcn•uh. 266 2600 lfn

li/20

k·a~c yuur nnmc

~-~--~------

!h!tL'f'!h111. ~otcniu.uwn. ltbtltt1UI1.
~YIIII"l

12115

PliO I OCiHAI'IIK l·X('Eilf:N('I'.-SHASIIIN.
l'ull wrvkc photography, rc~1onablc rn1c1, excellent
quahlv. Wetldlllgl, portralll, art work copied.
A\.·lor·~. dnru.:c:r'o:,, model'o:,~ portfolios. Custom

Electricit~

represent onl~ 18 per~
cent of UNm's energ~
consumption, but it
devours 60 percent of
the dollo.rs spent here
eo.ch ~eo.r on energ~.
And eo.ch dollo.r spent
to keep po.ce with
soo.ri ng energ,y costs is
o. dollo.r rerouted from
the
stud,y
of
Sho.l\espeo.re,
So.rte
o.nd So.lk.

wnrkl<tudy qualified students for Spring ernplnymcnt. Need 1wo clerical assi11an1s and one
~nmputcr aide. Experience preferred. 277.3305. 11120
t'ASH! !·OR USl'l> can and pick·Ups! Call Forrest
ar255·9856, 255·9292, 268·7362.
1.1127
llll: lOBO IS laking applications for salespeople
\1110 will sell new accounts cxclulilely. !No accounts
furn111icd.) t'ar ahsolulcly necessary. <'ommi11ion
<~nl~. FIJI out an arrlicalion at room 133 or Marron
Hall; prcfcrabl)·leave resume.
lfn

7.

TRAVEL

UNm Energy Conservation Program

WICHITA Hli\NKSOIVING. NEED ride. Share
II 125
driving, expenses. llcnnis. 256.0974.
DO YOU NEED a rldcr1 Arc ~ou llcaded towards
('(111nec<i~Ut (or anyl'<hcre in New England)~ If ~ou
~an answer ye~ ro the~e questions, rhcre may be a
rider for Ytlll at 294·7003. My narnc is Josh. Please
.:allmthc evening. Thanx.
II :21
II· YOli'RI' Rl·AlllNG this ad you Mold hU\C
r~und a tide if there wu. one ad•erliscd here. follow?
>\therllsc ~~ur ride 111 Ihe Loho
tfn

8.

Do ,your part
for educo.tion.
Punch sorneone's
lights out.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MISCELLANEOUS

SCI'C GFN£'RAI \IEl:TINO.
':'9p.m.st;Broom231£'.

Wedne1day.~. 11d9,

11119
('01 I>? REAllY! WHY'! Brand new genuine
mih<ar~ ja,kcll, $40.00. Kaofmart's West, a real
Arnt,·Na•~ ShliC, ~04 Yale S.E. 256·0000
II J2S
<!Jl 1NTRY SWINO IMN('!' .:la\s for beginner~.
l'rtJr'\ North. $20 ·person or S~5" "ouplc buys six
\leek' of lcl<ons (5undays, 6:30·8:~01. plu1 one free
drrnk each le<sun. ('all l'rilu's, 293·9363 or
In<lru.:<ot, 266·46~6. <Ia~• begin~ No~cmbcr23rd.

1112.1

t!S!,I> SHIHTS, $4.00; c~ccllcnt condition. Military
\linter Jackets, new, from S40.00. Camounagc t·
<him from S3.00. Kaufman's West, n real ArmyNa\ysrore. 504 Yale S.E. 256.(){)()().

llil9

ACROSS

53"A- -to
crack"
1 Separate
57 Former Asian
kingdom
5 Scottish VIP
10 Bangtalls
61 Horse
14 Harem room 62 Quick drink:
15 Weariness
2 words
16 Race track
64 "Gloomy
17 Popeye, e.g.:
Dean"
2 words
65 Tincture
19 Load
66 Binge
20 Skillful show- 67 Rattan
oN
68 Snell
21 Filleted
69 Sicilian city
23 Yearned
DOWN
25Cover
26 Seattle's
neighbor
1 Fresh's sen29 Trespass
ior
34Adjoin
2 Hatred: lt.
35 Numeric pre- 3 Engrossed
4Hits-fix
37 Habituate
5 Citrus drink
6Make38Cheetah
of
39 Rallied
41 Make taboo
1 Sign
42 Rhone feeder 8 Was sorry
9 Guide
44 Roman date
45- jockey
10 Closed:
46 Thrush
2words
48 Hockey rink 11 British river
12 Portal
area
50 Atmosphere 13 Luge
18 Levelling
51 Patrol

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

itom
22 Made known
24 Resolves
261mplied
27 Discomfit
28 Prettier
30 Hub
31 Old African
land
32 Gross
33 Therefore
36 Wicked
39 Eleml, e.g.
40 Went with
43 Track base

45 Cold-war
successor
47 Has faith in
49 Liquors
52 Freight
53 Filament
54 English composer
55 Storm
56 Slender
58 Time of day
59 Golf club
60 "-boy!"
63 Palestine
plain

